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INTRODUCTION 
We modify the nonstandard methods which were used in [ 1, 23 to 
obtain the existence of degree bounds for polynomial rings over fields in a 
way that allows us to prove that certain of these bounds are polynomial in 
the degree of the given polynomials. 
Two of our three results concern systems of linear equations. They are 
contained in Hermann’s famous 1926 paper [3], and our proofs are 
modifications of Hermann’s. Our main result is that the bound for testing 
primeness of a polynomial ideal I [2, (2.10)] is polynomial in the degree 
of the generators of I. It would be very cumbersome to extract such bounds 
following the constructivist literature in the style of [3, 51. 
NOTATIONS AND CONVENTIONS 
Ring means commutative ring with unit. Fr( R) is the licld of fractions of 
a domain R. X= (A’, , . . . . X,,) is a string of variables, of fixed length n E N. 
For the nonstandard terminology and the particular situation under 
consideration see [2] and the literature listed here. We fix an enlargement 
of a suitable structure in which we include whatever is needed in the 
particular situation, e.g., fields, polynomial rings, and, in particular, Z. 
Notions like “internal”, “star-finite”, etc. are always understood relative to 
this fixed enlargement which we assume to be sufficiently saturated for 
our purposes. We also fix an initial segment r of *N containing N and 
satisfying I‘.l’c I-. Examples are N, *N, and 
r,,={mE*~(((3nE~)m~fu”} for ~<CL)E *FQ. 
Of course, I‘ is external unless I‘= *N. 
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1. r-FLATWSS 
We introduce our basic notion of a I--(faithfully) flat ring extension. 
1.1. DEFINITIOS. (a) A subring R of an internal ring S is called 
r-additiw if R is closed under star-finite sums of length E f. (We call such 
sums r-sums. I’-products arc defined similarly.) Tf R is, moreover, closed 
under r-products, it is a I-ring. If it is closed under /-products and 
arbitrary star-finite sums, it is a strong f--ring. 
(b) Let R and S be r-additive subrings of a common internal over- 
ring, R c S. S is f-flat over R if for every homogeneous tar-finite (and 
thus internal) system of linear equations 
y,, y,+ ... +f,,Y,=O 
j;,r,+ . ..is.,,,Ym=O 
(A) 
such that 1, m E I‘ and all f>~ R ((A) is then called a “homogeneous 
f-system over R,” the matrix (f,j) is a “I--matrix over R”), and for every 
solution g E S”, there exist a star-finite sequence (II,, . . . . h,), s E f., 
((11,) .. . . h,) is a “f-sequence”), of solutions of (A) in R”‘, and a I’-sequence 
(q,, . . . . II,,) in S, such that g= C;-, qihi. 
(For an internal ring S and m E *k s”’ denotes the m-fold internal direct 
sum of S. For a subset A of S, A”’ denotes the subset of S” consisting of 
those sequences whose components are all in A. For a I-additive subring 
R of S, R’” is an R-submodule of s’” closed under “T-R-linear combina- 
tions.“) 
(c) In the same situation as in (b), S is fyfaithjiiliyfZut (T-f.f.) over 
R if S is r-flat over R, and every inhomogeneous r-system 
&f-l * y, + . . . + .fh y,, = .f; 
.fh y, + ... +“L Yrn=h, 
,fi,, .L.E R, which has a solution in S”, also has a solution in R”‘. 
(B) 
1.2. EXAMPLB AND REMARKS. (a) F or f = N I-(faithful) flatness 
reduces to (faithful) flatness. 
(b) Let R, S, T be I-additive subrings of a common internal ring, 
R c S c T. If T is r-flat (resp. I’-f.f.) over S and S is r-flat (resp. I -f.f.) over 
R then T is r-flat (resp. I‘-f.f.) over R. To prove I-flatness, let a I’-system 
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(A) over R and a solution KE T” be given. Choose r-sequences 
((h,, 9 . ..9 h,,), . . . . (h,l, . . . . h,,)) of solutions of (A) in S” and (q,, . . . . qs) in T 
such that gj= C;.. , ylk h,, 1 <j d m. Now apply r-flatness of S over R to 
the f-system C,y- r fh Y, = 0, i < 1, k <s, and the solution (Irki). 
(c) For an internal ring S let SIXli,, = S[X,, . . . . X,,li,, denote the 
ring of internal polynomials over S in the variables X = (X, , . . . . X,). For R 
a f-additive subring of S, let 
R[X],.= {f‘~.S[X]~~Jdegf~r, all coefficients offin R}. 
R[X],. is a I-additive subring of S[X]inc, and R[X],- is f-f.f. over R, since 
the number of X-monomials of degree d dE I- is (“A “) E I’. If R is a strong 
I’-ring, then so is R[X],.. 
(d) Let R, S be r-additive subrings of a common internal overring, 
R c S. If S is r-flat (resp. I’-f.f.) over R, then S[X],- is r-flat (resp. r-f.f.) 
over RCA’],.. This is because a r-system over R[X],. with a solution in 
(S[X],-)” transforms into a r-system over R with a solution in S” for 
some NEI: 
(e) Let S be an internal ring and 6: S -+ *fV an internal map 
satisfying 6(O) = a( 1) = 0 and for all u, h E S: &a + 6) < max{b(a), 6(h)}, 
&a .h) < 6(a) + d(6). Then S,= {a~ SI 6(u) E r} is a strong r-subring of 
S. If, moreover, S is a domain, Fr(S,) is a r-subring of Fr(S). Let us prove 
this: Let (x,)~~, be a r-sequence in Fr(S,.). Internally choose r-sequences 
(a,), (hi) in S such that xi= uJh, and max{J(u,), b(h,)} is minimal for 
each i< t. Then all ui, hip S,.. Thus n x, = n u;/n bi and C xi = 
(l/n 6,) xi ui n,,, hj are in Fr(S,). Examples of such 6’s are the degree 
function on S[X]i”, for an internal ring S (yielding S[X],) or, mom 
generally, for an internal ideal I of S[X],,,, the function 6: SIXli,,/I+ *N 
defined by 6(u)=min{degf’IfEu}. 
(f) Consideration of rings as in (c) or (e) was inspired by 
Yasumoto’s H-convex subfields of (nonstandard) number fields [7]. 
Theorems 1.3 and 1.5 below (or rather their corollary 1.6) are due to 
Hermann [3, Satz 2, Satz 33; our proof follows Seidenberg [5]. The case 
I-= h is contained in [l, 21. 
1.3. THEOREM. For un internul)eld K, K[ X]in~ is r-flat owr K[X],.. 
Proof Consider a homogeneous r-system (A) with all film K[X].. It 
clearly suffkcs to show that every solution of (A) in K[X]$ is an internal 
KIXlinl-linear combination of solutions in K[X]y. For then the solution 
module of (A) in K[X]E, is internally generated by a r-sequence 
in K[X];I. 
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The proof is by induction on n, the number of variables. Let n > 0. We 
may assume that the I equations are internally linearly independent over 
K(X),,, = Fr(K[X]i,,) and that 
51 . . ..f.. 
A = det : 
i ! 
; #O. 
.f, I . . . .fi, 
As K[X],- is a strong I.-ring, A E K[X],-. By [4: p. 2601, thcrc is an inter- 
nal change of variables 
x;=z,+xf (i<n), x,, = z,, 
with d, E 1; such that A is manic in Z, (up to a factor in K’). We have 
K[X],.= K[Z], so we may assume n manic in X,. Then 
fj:=A (;I -;;)-’ (;; -:;;) 
is an internal matrix with entries in K[X],-. 
Rewrite (A) as 
AY,= -h,,,, , Y,+,- ... -A,,,, Y,n 
(A’) 
AY,= -lb,,+, Y, i , - . - h,m Y,, . 
Let I: = (K,, . . . . g,,,) E K[X]z, be any solution. We wish to express g as an 
internal K[X],,,-linear combination of solutions in K[X]y. ‘By subtracting 
suitable multiples of the solutions 
t-h,,,;,, . . . . -h,,,+,,A 0, . . . . 0) 
(-h IIn, ...? -h,,nr 0, . . . . 0, A) 
from g we get a solution 2 such that the X,-degrees of ,c,+ , , . . . . 2, are 
less than deg, A E f. As g solves (A’), also the X,,-degrees of RI, . . . . S, 
belong to I-, whence ge(K[X,, . . . . Xn-,],nl [X,,lI-)‘“. By the induction 
hypothesis, K[X,, . . . . X,- ,I,,, is r-flat over K[X,, . . . . X, ,I,.; by 
1.2(d), K[X,, . . . . X, . . . . I,,, [X,],. is f-flat over KCX],.. Thus 2 is a 
K[ X,, . . . . X,, ,lint [X,1,--linear combination of solutions of (A) in 
(~CXlrY’. I 
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Remark. For a ring extension to be flat it suffices that it satisfies the 
corresponding condition for single homogeneous linear equations. This 
simplifies the proof of 1.3 for r= N (see [2]). The analogous property 
does not hold for r-flatness: Take o E *N \N. A, = { XE *Z 1 1x1 E f(,,} is a 
r,-additive subring of *Z. The extension A, c *Z satisfies the f,,-flatness 
condition for one equation (copy the proof of 1.3) but not for I,-systems 
(take Y,,, - w Yi = 0, 1 < i < a~). A similar argument shows that if a r-ring 
S is f-f.f. over R then R is also a r-ring. This is not true if “T-f.f.” is 
replaced by “f-flat”: For w as above, *Q is /-,-flat over its r,-additive 
subring V, = (x E *Q I 1x1 < t for some t E r<,>} but V,, is not a r(,,-ring. 
1.4. LEMMA. Let R, S he r-additive &rings of a common internal over- 
ring, R c S, S I--jlat over R. Then S is I--Jj: over R iff each internal linear 
equation 
f, y, + .-. +f,Y,= 1, mEI; fi~R (Cl 
which has a solution in S” also has a solution in R”. 
ProoJ Let a system (B) over R and a solution g E S” be given. Then 
(g, 1) solves 
f f;jYj=f.Z, i<l. P’) 
j=l 
By I’-flatness there arc f-sequences (y(“), z(“)),, , in Rm+ ’ (consisting of 
solutions of (B’)) and (~‘y))yG, in S such that 
(g, 1) = i #“‘(y”‘, z(V)). 
I’ = I 
In particular, 1 = xi-, ~‘“)z(“). By hypothesis, there is h E R’ satisfying 
1 =xi,=, h,z(“). Then xi,, h,y’“‘ER”’ solves (B). 1 
1.5. THEOREM. For an internal field K, K[Xji,, is r-J$ over K[ X],. 
Prooj: We proceed by induction on n. Let n > 0, and let an equation 
(C) be given, m E f, jJ. E K[X],.. We may again assume that f, is manic in 
X,,. Let go K[X]z, be a solution. By subtracting suitable multiples of 
C-f*, f,, 0, *.*, 01, . ..9 t-f,, 0, . . . . 0, fl) 
(which are solutions of the corresponding homogeneous equation) we 
may assume that deg, gjE I‘ for j> 1, and-since g solves (Ckalso 
deg, g, EK Thus gE(KIX1, . . . . X,- I]int [X,,],-)“. NOW the induction 
works as in the proof of Theorem 1.3. 1 
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Remark. Again, the proof of 1.5 for r= N [2] is simpler because it 
makes use of Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz. In general, our proofs are longer and 
more technical since classical algebraic results are not available or have to 
bc proved for our situation. 
1.6. COROLLARY (Hermann [3]). Given nE N, there is r= r(n)E N, 
such that .for all fields K and all dE h the following hold: 
(a) The solution module of any homogeneous s)*stem of linear 
equations 
f1,Y,+ .'. +f,,Y,=O 
(A; 
j;, Y, + ... +fi, Y,=O, 
1 d d, ,f, E K[X] of degree < d, is generated by solutions of degree < d”. 
(b) If the system of linear equations 
f** y, + ... +f;,, y,=1; 
(B) 
1;1 y, + ... +f/mym=f/~ 
1 d d, fi,, J; E K[X] of degree d d, has a solution in K[X]“‘, then it has one 
of degree < d ‘. 
(Here de&,, . . . . g,,)=max{deg gI, . . . . deg K,,,)). 
Proof We leave the case d< 1 to the reader as its proof does not 
involve any nonstandard arguments. Thus we assume d > 1 throughout the 
proof. 
Suppose that for some value n no bound a exists for (a). Then we have 
for each k E N a natural number dk > 2, a field K,, a system 
f',:' Y, + '. . +f!"A, Y,, =o 
(AL) 
f),"/ Y, + . . . +f);Ak Y,, =o, 
1/i d d,, f ):I E K,[X] of degree < dk, and a solution y, E K, [Xl” which is 
not a K,[X]-linear combination of solutions of degree<dt. We may 
assume that m,< lk(n+dk - 
degree < dk and thus i 
rmension of the space of f E Kk[X]‘” of 
&iFwd. n I r/k 1. 
We i;cluhe all K,[Xi,;,‘deirce maps, etc. in a suitable structure and 
take an enlargement of this structure. Saturation gives us an o E *N, w > 2, 
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an internal field K, an internal system (A) over KIXlint with 1, deg fV d w, 
mdo.( “;“‘) E r,, and a solution y E K[X]E, which is not an internal 
K[X],,-linear combination of solutions in K[X]yw. This contradicts the 
f,,-flatness of K[X]i”t over K[X],;. 
Similarly, r,-faithful flatness yields the bound for (b). 1 
Remark. The bound given by Seidenberg ([S], 55, 57) shows that one 
may take, e.g., cc(n) = 2” + log, n. Mayr and Meyer [9] showed that even 
for K = Q and I= 1 an exponential bound a is inevitable. Brownawell [8] 
proved that in characteristic 0 any solvable equation (C) has a solution of 
degree d ,undl’ + @, where p = min(m, n}. 
We end this section with a corollary of the proof of Theorem 1.3. 
1.7. LEMMA. Let S be un internal domain and 6: S -+ *N an internal map 
sutisfying the conditions in 1.2 (e), Then Fr(S) is f-f.f. over Fr(S,). (S, is 
defined in 1.2 (e).) 
ProoJ For r-flatness, we may assume w.1.o.g. that we are given a 
r-system (A) with allf, E S,, and a solution in Sm. Defining A E S, and the 
matrix H as in the proof of 1.3, we get 
g=A-‘[8,+,(-h,,,+,,..., -h,,,+,,40,...,0) 
+ ... +g,(-h,,, . . . . -h,,,O, . . . . 0, A)]. 
The condition of 1.4 for f-faithful flatness is trivially satisfied. 1 
2. r-GEXERATED IDEALS OF K[X].. 
For this section we fix an internal field K and a r-sequence (fI, . . . . f,) 
in K[X]., and we set 
I= i Lhil(h 
i 
,, . . . . U~KC~I;I 
i= I I 
. 
We say that the ideal I is f-generated by (f,, . . . . f,) and also write 
I= (fi , . . . . fm) K[XJr. More generally, for any r-additive ring R contain- 
ing K[X],. (and contained in an internal ring) we set 
IR = (f, , . . . . fm)R= 5 &hil(h,,...,h,)ERm 
i=l 
We also put lint = IKIXlinc. Ii”, is an internal ideal of KIXli,,, and by 
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f-faithful flatness we get I,,, n KIXlr = I. Thus I is closed under star-finite 
sums of arbitrary length. 
Our aim is to prove that if I is prime so is Zi”,. The standard inter- 
pretation of this result for r= I-, is the theorem on polynomial bounds 
mentioned in the introduction. 
The proof will proceed in several steps: 
1. A maximal “T-algebraically independent” subset mod I of 
(X, 3 ...% X,) is shown to be internally algebraically independent mod Zint. 
We assume for simplicity that {X,, . . . . X,} is such a set. 
2. Consider the ideals J= IK(X,, . . . . X,), [X,, ,, . . . . X,,lr (where 
ax, ? ‘.” X,), = Fr(K[X,, . . . . X,],)) and J,,, = IK(Xi, . . . . Xr)iEr 
LX,+ I> ...3 ~A,,. While it is easy to see that J is maximal it will require 
much work to show the maximality of Jint. To do this WC will choose an 
internal maximal ideal Jz‘ of K(X, , . . . . Xr)in, [X, + , , . . . . Xn]int containing 
Jinl (whence .M n K(X,, . . . . X,), [X, + , , . . . . Xnlr= J). Then we show that 
the internally algebraic field extension K(X, ) . . . . Xr),nl c K(X, , . . . . X,),,, 
LX,, I 9 “.> X,]i,,/.,& can be described using polynomials of degree E r. Thus 
everything works mod J and, a fortiori, mod Ji,(. That will prove J,,, = 4’. 
3. By a modification of an argument used in [2] we show that 
Jint n KC-U in1 = II”, . 
In the first part of this section we do not assume I to be prime. Let 
O<k,<n. By 1.5, 1.7, 1.2(d), K(X,, ..,, X~)int [X, , ,, . . . . Xn]int is I’-f.f. over 
K(XI 3 ..., x,1,- [Ix, ( , 9 ‘.., X,],. This yields 
IKCx, I ...3 x!f)in, Lx/q + 1 t ...9 Xnlint n WX,, -, Xk)r IIxk . i. -) xrrl, 
= IUX,, . . . . X,), rx, + I, . . . . X,lr. i*) 
Now let I be the largest number such that In K[X,,, . . . . X,],.= 0 for 
some sequence O< i, <i, < . . < i,<n. For simplicity we assume 
InK[X,,...,X,].=O. 
2.1. LEMMA. Iint n K[X,, . . . . X,lint =O. 
Pr(~f: BY (*)t 1 $ IK(Jf, 7 *..> Xr)mt LX,-+ 13 ...) Xnlint. I 
We fix some notation: Let R,.=K[X,, . . . . X,-jr., Rint=K[X,, . . . . X,]i”,, 
L,.=Fr(R,.), L,“,=Fr(Rinl). For Obk<n set kX=(Xk+l ,..., X,), for 
r < k 9 n set _X, = (X, , , , . . . . X,). For r <k d n let 
d,=min{deg,,h(O#hEI,,,n Rint[XJint). 
We have dk E r by the choice of r. 
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2.2. LEMMA. For r < k < n, there exist g, E In R,.[ X,] ,. of X,-degree dk. 
Pro4 Let o#h=C~=,,Sigl~IintnRint[Xklinl, giEKCXl,nt, deg,h 
= dk. By the r-faithful flatness of Lint[~~]i”t over Li,,[xn]/. we also find 
gi E Rint[&],- and 0 #g E Rint with gh = X7= , f, gi. As only a I’-set (i.e., a 
star-finite set of cardinality E ZJ of (X, + , , . . . . X,)-monomials occurs this 
transforms into a linear r-system over R, with a solution in Ri”t. Now the 
lemma follows from the I--flatness of Ri,( over R,-. 1 
2.3. LEMMA. There exists cm internal map -: Linr[x”]i,t + Lin,[xnlinc 
such that for aNJ’E Lint[X,]i”t, 
(i) deg,f<d,, k=r+ 1, . . . . n 
(ii) f-fEzLintCXnlint 
(iii) iffy L,[X,1,-, then alsofE L,.[X,],., 
Proof: Of course, there is an internal map satisfying (i) and (ii). Thus 
it suffices to show that for .j’~ L,[J’,],- there is 7~ L,[X,ll satisfying (i) 
and (ii) (with J‘ replaced by f). By f-faithful flatness 
.f-.fE zLintCXnlint n LinlCXnlT= ILintCXnlI’r 
i.e., f-f= ET= r f, gi for some gig Lint[_X,],.. Again this can be rewritten 
as a r-system of linear equations over L, having a solution in Lint 
r-faithful flatness of Linl over L, yields f and gi in L,-[X”],. satisfying 
deg,f<d, for r<k<n and f -f=~~=,~gi. 1 
Remark. Lemma 2.3 shows that if r =0 the embedding K[X],/I + 
K[ X]JZln, is an isomorphism. 
2.4. LEMMA. There is an internal map 8: Lint [~~]in( + Rint [ Y]int, 
f H 0.,., where Y is a single variable, such that: 
(i) O<deg.t)/Gn;_,,, dkEr 
(ii) vf‘) E &AXAn, 
(iii) !ff~L,.[x~],.then e,/ER,-[Y],-(and thus eJf)EZLi,t[&]i,tn 
LJXnlr= IL,U,lr). 
Prooj Let x~=,X’~+IL~~~[_X,]~,~, r<k<n. Let W= {x!;‘, . ... .x,“I 
O<i,<d,}={w,,..., w,}. The r-set W internally generates the Li,,-Space 
Li,,[2;‘,]i,t/ZLi,t[~n]in,. By 2.3, there is an internal map assigning to each 
f E Lint[&lin, a r-matrix (aji)i,j< t over Linr such that fwj= xi= 1 ajiwi, 
j< 1, and such that all a,ic L, if f E L,.[X,,],.. Clear denominators in 
det(bijY-aV) to get 0,. 1 
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The following lemma is--for the case r= N (2.3) of [2] whose proof we 
follow. 
2.5. LEMMA. Let n > 0. Let ,f E K[X, Iin, he irreducible of degree $11 
Then the image off in K[X] JIin, is not a zero-dkisor. 
Proof. Suppose g E K[ Xlint satisfies 
.k= f ht-62 h,EKCXlint, i=l m. , ...1 (a) 
i= 1 
We have to show that gE Zi”1. Since degj’+! r, the canonical map 
KCX,lint + KCX, lint/(f) =: ~4 
is a “T-embedding” (i.e., it commutes with r-sums and f-products) of 
K[X,], into the internal field M, hence K(X,), is I--embedded into M by 
an embedding which we call 4. We put P=#(K(X,),.). As the map 
6: KCX, lint/‘(f) --t *f%, 6(a) = min{deg gl g E a) satisfies the conditions in 
1.2 (e), M is f-f.f. over P by 1.7. Let 4 also denote the induced 
f-embedding of K(X,)r [rX],.into M[,X],-. By 1.2 (d), M[,X].is r-flat 
over PC, XII. while by Theorem 1.3, M[ 1 _X],,, is r-flat over M[ ,Xll-. 
Thus by transitivity of f-flatness (1.2 (b)), we get 
M[, XJi,, is I’-flat over P[ i Xl,.. (b) 
Now (a) implies that in M[, X]int we have 
f h,(&k’,, X,, . . . . X,)fi(@‘,, X2, . . . . X,,) = 0. (cl 
I- I 
By (b), (c) there are r-sequences ((h,,, . . . . h,,,), . . . . (h,,, . . . . hkm)) in 
PC,Xl~ and (vlr . . . . qk) in M[,X]i,t satisfying in M[iX],,, 
and 
i h,f#X,,X, ,..., X,)=0, j= 1, . . . . k 
t= 1 
hi(dX,, X>, ...> Xn) = i Vjhjt, i= 1, . . . . m. 
I- I 
It is easily seen that we may assume that all h, E d(K[X], ). Let 
H,i=b ‘(hji)E K[X],-. Then (H,i) is a r-matrix over K[X],-, and 
.j= l? . . . . k. tdl 
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Internally choose representatives pie K[X]inc for vi. Then 
i= 1 , . . . . m; (4,, ...v qm) E KCJX,. (e) 
Substituting (e) in (a) and using (d) we get 
fg= f .fi9i* thus g= i fiYiEzint. I 
i= I i=l 
The following lemma combines and generalizes (2.3) and (2.4) of [2]. 
2.6. LEMMA. Let 1 < k < n. Assume that I: (fK[X] r) = I for all 
irreducible f E K[X,, . . . . X,] r. Then 
(a) Zff E KCX,, . . . . XkIin, is irreducible, deg f 4 Z, then the image oj’f 
in K[ X]i,,t/Zint is nut a zero-divisor. 
(b) lint: CfKCXlinO = lint for allf E KCX, 3 ...) X,lint\{O}* 
(C) IK(x, 3 -> x/c)int CkXIint n KC-Clint = lint. 
Proof We show first that (a) implies (b) and (c). 
(b) Let O# f E K[X,, . . . . Xklin, be a counterexample of minimal 
degree. Thus there is g E K[X]i,l\Zi”t with .fg E Zing. f is irreducible whence, 
by (a), f E KCX, , . . . . Xklr. By hypothesis, I: (fK[X],-) = I. By Z-flatness, 
Zint : (fK[ X]i”,) = Zi,, , a contradiction. 
(c) Let h =I:“= (hi/f)ff i KCJClint, hiE KCXI,,~,.~E KCX,, -.,Xklim\ 
(0). Then h E Zint: (fK[X]i”)) = Ii,, by (b). 
Now we show (a) by induction on k. For k = 1 this is lemma 2.5. Let k > 1 
and assume (a) (and thus (b), (c)) for k- 1. Let ~EK[X,, . . . . Xk]inr 
be irreducible, f $ K[X, , . . . . Xk],-. We may assume that deg, f #Z’. 
As f is irreducible in K(X,, . . . . Xk-I)in, [Xk]i,t, 2.5 implies that 
f +ZK(X,, . . . . X, ,)inr Ck- ,Xlin, is not a zero-divisor in K(X,, . . . . Xk-l)int 
C/c I XlinJIK(X, 3 -3 X/c 1 tnt ). [k-lX]int. Let fgEZint for some gEK[X]inc. 
Then R E zK(x,, -., J’k - 1 )int Ck 1 Xl ,nt n KCKI int = lint by (~1 of the 
induction hypothesis. 1 
From now on we assume that Z is a prime ideal of K[X]r. 
2.7. LEMMA. (a) Z is “star-prime”, i.e., fur every star-finite sequence 
(h ,, . . . . h,) in K[X],, ifn:-, h,eZ, then hiEZfor some iE (l,..., l}. 
(b) For r < k <n, g, (of 2.2) is irreducible. 
(c) J := ZL,[X,],- is a maximal, star-prime ideal. 
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Proof (a) Let iz=ni=, ZZ,EZ, but no ~,EZ. Let n=deg he Z. 
The set M= (k E *N \{O} I there is a star-finite sequence (g,, . . . . gk) in 
K[X]i,t such that deg(nf=, gi) <d and I-IS... , g, EZ ,“,, but no g, E Iin,) is 
internal and non-empty. Let k, = min M> 2, and choose (g,) . . . . gkO) in 
KCXlint9 S,#li*t? l7~~~ giEzint3 deg(nz, g,)dd. Then all g,EKIXlr\,,Z, 
I’Jz, gin Z, but nz, ’ g, $ I. As gko I# Z. this contradicts the primeness of I. 
(b) follows from (a). 
(c) Let n:=,g,/h,E.Z, BEEN, ~,EK[X],-, hieRI’\,,(O}. There is 
s E R,-\ {O} such that s. n g,/h, E Z c K[X] ,-. Thus n h, divides s n g, in 
K[x]i”,. Write n:=, h, = u I-I:-, ci with u dividing s and ci dividing gi. 
Then .F. n g/h, = (siu) . n g,lc,e Z. By (a), some gjc, E Z whence g,/h, = 
(gjv,) . ( cJhi) E J. Thus .Z is star-prime. Now let f o I?.,- [_X,,] r\.Z. Lemma 2.5 
yields a manic $,+ f.,[ Y],. such that $,.(J) E J. Write tjr= Y”$. k 
maximal (of), 1,6 EL,.[ Y],.. As J is star-prime and j’$ J, we get 1+6(f) ~1. 
Let 
I)= Y’+u,s , Y”-‘+ ..’ +ul Yiu,,, 
a,e L,., u,#O. Then 
-a,;‘(./.-- ‘+a ,s.. *j--2+ ..’ +a,)l’- 1 EJ 
showing the maximality of J. l 
We choose an internal maximal ideal 4’ 3 J,,, := I&,! [&‘,,li,, in 
LintCxnl*nt. We will eventually show that .M = Jinl. 
By 2.7 (c), ./lt n Z,-[x,1,-= J. This gives a f-embedding 
We will develop “f-algebra” for the field extension LI.c L,.[x,,]J.l using 
the internal algebra of the field extension L,,, c L,,,[X,r]inJJ#. 
Let p be the internal characteristic of K. Choose p” to be the largest 
power of p such that some g,, r < k < )I, is a polynomial in XP” (for 
p =O:p” = I). Thus pK~ ZI For any tuple J’ = (J,, . . . . y,) let J!J” = 
(yf’, . . . . ypX). Using this notation, let for j = r, . . . . n 
We also set x, = Xj+ .Zint, xj= X, + k’. There are canonical internal 
epimorphisms 7~~: Sj -+ M,, M, being an internal field. Our next aim is to 
show that 7c, is the identity map, i.e., that 
482/125/l-12 
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This is done by finding an internal primitive element for M, over Lint with 
a representative in L,-[X,,],.. More precisely: 
2.8. LEMMA. There exist c,-~, . . . . c, E R,., h,- ,, . . . . h, E R,.[ Y],., 
irreducible and separable in Y, Gth deg ,, hk > 0, and for each k, r < k <n, 
43W) I+ ,, . . . . cppjti)~ R,[Z], and +k~ R,\{O}, such tha+setting (I, = Xf: , + 
c ,+zJ%+ ... + ck Xi” E R, [X$] .-the following hold: 
(i) uk = Uk + & is an internal primititie element of 
Lint [x:~I, . ..) X~‘* lint = LintCXrlinJA n LintCXClinl ocer Li”t. 
(ii) h,(U,)EI, r<k<n. 
(iii) qjk)(Uk)-$kX;‘Ef, r<jdk<n. 
Proof: For r = 0 this is trivial so assume r > 0. We proceed by induction 
on k. So let r < k -C n and assume we have found c,, 2, . . . . ck, h, + , , . . . . hk, 
(k) Tf ,, . . . . dk’3 and tik satisfying (i), (ii), (iii). There is an irreducible 
LE R,-[Zlrwith deg,H>Oand H(X,P:,)~l(usc, e.g., 2.4, 2.7 (c)). Thus 
H is (up to a factor in R,-\\(O)) the irreducible polynomial of x,,P: , over 
Li”l, whence H is also separable. The numbers of internal conjugates of uk 
and of xpz, over Li,, belong to f. Thus uk + CX~: i is an internal primitive 
element of Lin,[uk, x;Pl ,lin, = Lin,[xipl ,, . . . . x7’, x:L ,linr for any CE Linl 
outside some star-finite set of internal cardinality E r (a “/-set”) (see 
[6, Section 461). As r > 0, we may choose c = ck + , E R, and set uk _ , = 
Uk+ck+lXP:,. Let h,,, E R, [ Y] I‘ be the internal minimal polynomial of 
uk.+ 1 over Lint. hk+ I is separable in Y, and conditions (i) and (ii) hold. It 
remains to find cpiy,“, . . . . ‘pjrk++,‘), tik + , satisfying (iii). 
Let x’kd: i = c(uk+l)v CELinf[YI,-. 
Set 
P(Y,Z)=hk(Y-Ck+, Z)ER~CY,ZI~~L~“,CY,ZI~“~ 
P(z)=P+h,+, Lint C Y* ZI int E Lint C Yv CI inti(hk + L ) 
zinc LintC” k+ IIint [zlint 
( 2 in, means “internally isomorphic”). In Linl[uk-. ,linl [Zli,, we have 
- - 
Z-xr+, =gcd(P, H); 
i.e., there are A, B~Li”~[uk, l]i,l [Z]i”, such that 
Z-x’? A+, =P,A+ HE; 
i.e., there are A, B, DE Li,,[ Y, Zlint such that 
Z-C=PA+HB+hk+,D. (**I 
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By the f-faithful flatness of Li,,[ Y, Z]int over Li,,l[ Y, Zlr we may take 
A, B, D in L,,,[ Y, Z],.. Thus (**) can be rewritten as a /‘-system over L, 
with a solution in Lint. Again, as Lint is I’-f.f. over L,., we get C’ E L,.[Y], , 
A’, B’, D’ E L,[ Y, Z] ,. satisfying 
Z-C’=PA’+HB’+h,,,D’. 
This yields 
Z-C’(q+,)=gcd(P, H) in LCuk+ 11,~~ Czlin* 
whence 
xy,  = C(u, + ,) = C’(u, _,). 
Thus 
XL -c(V,+,)E.~nL,.[XkPXI,]~=JnL,.[X,”l_,]. 
Choose EER$,{O) such that EC’ER,-[YJ,-. Let ~]~/‘be >deg,cpi” for 
j=r+ 1, . . . . k. Set 
$1, + I= EV, 
cp!” + l’(Z)= E’kpp(Z- Ck+) C’(Z)), 
J 
r<j<k 
cpf,‘,“(Z) = \l/k, , C’(Z). 
Condition (iii) is satisfied. 1 
2.9. COROLLARY. Jin, n Li,,,[_X;‘]inr = A’n L,,,[Xcli,,, i.e., z, is the 
identity mup on M,. 
Proof: Let e = dcg,. h,. It suffices to show that the internal L,,,-dimen- 
sion of S,. is de. But this is clear from (ii), (iii). 1 
Our next step will be to show inductively that all rrk are identity maps. 
For that we need two more lemmas. 
2.10. LEMMA. Let r< kdn. Let D be un internal subset of the r-set 
IXir.’ +l’ .’ . .x;.&-gyy. . . . . XLKin IO < i, < ci,} such thut (M(s, 4. 1 . . ..~ x,~) j 
ME Dl is an internal basis@ the Lint-Space Sk. Let (Gi),Gig,, (Fl),grC, 
be I’-sequences, G, E LI.[&lr, F, E Li”,[~k,k X”‘] ,nl, such that ull 
Gi - Fit Jin,. Then there is a I--matri.w (r+,), (;<I ,Wr I), oI.vr L,. such that . . . 
G,-~,+,ME~,,,,M~J, 1 <i<t. 
Prooj: We may assume Fi = xIHE D F,,,,,M where (F,,$,) is a r-matrix 
over Li,t. By r-faithful flatness of Li,t[X,,]i,t over L,,t[g,]I. we get 
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Gi-C,/;,,~M=~:J”=, j;gU, i= I,..., t, for a f-matrix (gii)overLi,,[x,],.. 
This transforms into a r-system over L,. with a solution in Lint whence by 
I-faithful flatness we find (ziM) over L,, (go) over Lr[x,],- such that 
G,-~,,.,x,.&I=~~&,: 1 <i<t. I 
2.11. LEMMA. Let (frl)rgk.jG, he a r-matrix oL;er ’ K[X],-, p > 0 the 
inter& characteristic of K, PE *h such that pP~ I: Let YE K[X]f,, he a 
solution of the system 
i .f, Y,“” = 0, i = 1, . . . . k. (D) 
r-1 
Then there are f-sequences (y(y’)v6, of solutions of (D) in K[X]> und 
WL I in K[X]i,,l such that y = xv<, q(“)y(“). 
Proof Let B, be an internal basis for the internal KP’-space generated 
by the coefficients of thehj. II, as well as B,= {Xi:. ... .X~IO<ij<p”} 
are r-sets. Let B be the r-set B= {b,~b,~b,,~B,,b,~ B,}. We can write 
fg=Z,e.Lj*b with (frlh)r<k.,<l,beB a uniquely determined f-“matrix” 
over (K[X], )“’ = KPY[XP”],-. Thus J@ is a solution of the linear f-system 
j-l 
r-flatness of KP’[X@‘]in, over KP’[XP”],- gives the sequences (y”‘), 
(v’“‘). I 
2.12. PROPOSITION. Jin,= ~2'. 
Prouj: For pK = 1 this is contained in Corollary 2.9 so we assume 
pK > 1. We prove by induction on k, r d k d n 
The case k = r is Corollary 2.9. Let us assume (AJ, i.e., 7rk is the identity 
on M,. It clearly suffices to prove 
Cfuim 1. The internal M,-dimension of S, + , is < the internal degree 
CMk+L: Mk]int Of M, + 1 over M,. 
Let PE *N be minimal such that x;r”, , EM, = Sk. We have p d K and 
CM,+,: Mk]int =pflef. Choose D as in 2.10 and write x;f”, , = 
1 MEl, c~wM(x,), v,w~L, x, = (x,+ 1, . . . . x,). It is enough to prove 
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Claim 2. All (pIM are in L,.. 
For then 
Jc- M;,, ~,~ME.~AL,-CX,,l,.=Jc Jintr 
which proves Claim I. 
It remains to prove Claim 2. Choose pr E I’- minimal such that 
xf+ , eMk. We have pdr<~. By 2.10, ~~;,=~,~~,~g,~,M(,u,), g,uELLc. 
If p=z we get ~,~=g~ implying Claim 2. Thus assume p < T. In M, we 
get 
Using 2.10 again, we find a r-matrix (x,~.~),+,,.~~~~,) over L,. satisfying 
W’(K,W” ‘= c ~.w,M(-x,), M’ED. 
M F II 
This yields 
and thus for each ME D, 
By 2.11, there is a r-sequence (Il/M)MFI) in R,. and $E R,‘\,,{O) such that 
for all ME D 
whence 
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By the uniqueness of the p’ (‘th root in Mk and by the choice of D we get 
‘p,,, = II/M:tj EL,. for all ME D, proving Claim 2. 1 
Now we are ready to prove 
2.13. THEOREM. Let K be an infernal JMd and I= (J; , . . . . f,) K[X], a 
r-generated ideal of K[X],. Then I is prime -Ii,,, = IK[X]int is prime in 
KCxl int. 
Proof: (0 follows from the I--faithful flatness of K[X]i,, over K[X], . 
For (a) we use the notation introduced above. We may assume r > 0 (cf. 
the remark after 2.3). By 2.12, Jinr = ILint[_X,li,, is a prime (even maximal) 
ideal. By 2.6 (c), Jinl n K[X] ,“, = I,,, whence Ii,, is prime. 1 
Translating this into “standard language” yields our main result. 
2.14. THEOREM. Given n E N, there is fl = p(n) E N such that for allfields 
K, all dE N, and all ideals I of K[X] = K[X, , . . . . A’,,] generuted by polyno- 
mials of degree <d, 
I is prime 016 I, and for all A g E K[ X] of degree dd”, if fg E I then f E I 
or gEI. 
ProoJ Similar to the proof of 1.6. 1 
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